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Rhythmic bursting in a cluster of microbeads driven by a continuous-wave laser beam
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Rhythmic bursting on the order of seconds in a cluster of plastic beads under continuous irradiation of a
focused neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet~Nd:YAG! laser beam~1064 nm! is reported. The oscil-
latory instability is induced as a result of competition between trapping and scattering forces, where both forces
are induced by the focused laser beam. Above a critical power of the laser beam, mode bifurcation from the
stationary state into periodic bursting is observed. Our model employing ordinary differential equations repro-
duces the essential aspects of the experimental results.
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Living organisms on the earth maintain their lives und
thermodynamically open conditions by energy supplied fr
the sun. Thus, studies on the production of spatiotemp
structures under light irradiation are of scientific value n
only in basic physics but also in the biological sciences.
typical characteristics generated under thermodynamic
open conditions, breaking in time-translational symmetry
the appearance of a temporal rhythm would be importan
relation to the dynamic aspects of life@1–3#. A rich variety
of breaks in the symmetry of time translation in living matt
is known, including those of the beating heart, nervous
ing, circadian rhythms, cell cycle, etc., where the periodic
is on the order of milliseconds to days@4#. As for nonbio-
logical systems, the self-pulsing of a laser is the represe
tive oscillatory phenomenon generated under far-fro
equilibrium conditions, where the periodicity is rather sho
being on the order of nanoseconds to microseconds@5–11#.
In the present paper, we would like to report a rhythm
phenomenon in the periodic growth and burst of a cluste
submicrometer-sized polystyrene beads in aqueous solu
under the irradiation of a focused neodymium-doped yttri
aluminum garnet~Nd:YAG! laser beam.

As has been indicated by Ashkin, an object can be trap
by a focused laser beam, namely, optical tweezers@12#. In
general, the force generated with a focused beam is re
sented as the summation of gradient and scattering te
@13,14#

F5a“^E2&1bE3H, ~1!

whereE andH are the electromagnetic field of the focus
light, anda andb are constants, as a function of the refra
tive index of the aqueous medium and the trapped obj
The first term describes an attractive potential around
focus, where the attractive force decreases with decreas
the convergence angle of the optical cone@see Fig. 1~a!#. In
conventional laser-trap experiments, the convergence a
is maximized in order to make the trapping force larger.
contrast, as in the last term in Eq.~1!, the scattering force
exerted on an object increases with decreases in the con
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gence angle. It is thus expected that instability in opti
trapping would be induced by decreases in the converge
angle@15#. Bearing this effect in mind, we have carried out
laser-trapping experiment with submicrometer-sized pla
beads exhibiting a negative charge. Without laser irradiat
the beads disperse homogeneously in aqueous solution
to their negative charge. A converged laser beam unde
standard angle 120° for the optical cone induces station
clustering of the beads@16–19#. By changing the conver-
gence angle from 120° to 80°, a rhythmic change betw
the growth and the bursting of the cluster is generated
shown in Fig. 1~b!, with the dark region corresponding to th
dense clustering of beads trapped on the focus.

We obtained a side view of the cluster by tilting the op
cal axis~data not shown!. The growth and bursting proces
of the bead cluster has actually been confirmed from s
observations of time-dependent changes in the cluster m
phology as are schematically depicted in Fig. 1~c!. Process
~I!: Driven by radiation pressure, the beads flow toward
focused region and form a cluster. In processes~II ! and~III !,
the cluster then grows gradually under the trapping poten
In process~IV !, when the cluster reaches a critical size, t
cluster bursts, and the beads are blown away. Then, gro
of the cluster begins again. Such rhythmic change contin
under stationary irradiation of the laser.

Figure 2~a! shows a time trace of the cluster size~left-
hand side! evaluated from a microscopic image as in F
1~b!, together with a frequency spectrum of the autocorre
tion, or a power spectrum by fast Fourier transform~FFT!
~right-hand side!. When the laser power is less than 0.4 W
small cluster is induced and trapped in a stationary man
With increase in power, the cluster gradually becomes
stable~e.g., at 0.5 W!. Above 0.6 W, rhythmic bursting is
generated, with almost all of the beads blown away. Furt
increase in power increases both the frequency and am
tude of oscillation of the cluster size in a gradual mann
Around 1.6 W, the oscillation tends to be irregular. When t
power is larger than 1.8 W, no oscillation is observed, i.e
continuous flow of the beads is generated, with no station
cluster formation on the focus. Figure 2~b! shows a diagram
of cluster size as a function of the laser power, indicating
existence of two different branches. The upper branch
characterized by the clustering of beads around the fo
where the trapped beads stay within the attractive poten
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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of the focused laser. In the lower branch, the beads do
stay stationary within the attractive potential, but form a co
tinuous flow along the optical cone due to the relatively la
effect of optical pressure. Here the density of the bead
higher than in the surrounding suspension, because of a
metrical effect, i.e., the presence of the narrow neck on
optical cone.

Based on the experimental evidence of the existence
the higher and lower branches in the diagram, we discuss
qualitative mechanism by adopting a simple model. For
growth process of the cluster, we take the kinetics as follo

ṅ5k~nc2n!g2u. ~2!

The first term in Eq.~2! represents the growth rate of th
cluster represented byn ~the number of beads!, nc is the

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic representation of the experimental se
The distance between the expander lenses was adjusted so
decrease the convergence cone angle, about 80°.~b! Periodic
growth and bursting of the bead cluster~black region! observed at
1.0 W. A continuous-wave Nd:YAG laser beam~1064 nm, SL902T,
Spectron! was used for the irradiation. The mode of the laser
TEM00, and the profile of the beam has Gaussian distribution
confirmed by a beam profiler~BeamAlyzer, Melles Griot!. The laser
beam was introduced into an inverted microscope~TE-300, Nikon!
through expander lenses and reflecting mirrors, and was conve
with a 1003 oil-immersed objective lens. The negatively charg
beads of polystyrene latex (0.20mm in diameter! were purchased
from Dow Chemicals. The bead suspension, which contained 0
solids, was situated between glass plates. The thickness of the l
was approximately 100mm. Temperature was 2062°C. ~c! Sche-
matic representation of the process of periodic bursting. The l
beam irradiates from below, and the beads flow along the b
axis.
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upper critical number of beads in a cluster, andk is a func-
tion of the attractive force of the laser. As the cluster gro
with breaking of spherical symmetry of its shape and also
the optical field, the actual growth rate is rather complicat
In order to describe the essence of the oscillation, we in
duce a simple function to exhibit the growth rate with
single parameterg. It is expected thatg51 and 2/3 when the
cluster grows in a cylindrical shape with the same diame
and in a genuine spherical shape, respectively, under the
dition that beads colliding with the cluster stick to it in a
efficient manner. In this calculation, it is supposed thatg
50.5. The second termu corresponds to the rate of esca
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FIG. 2. ~a! Time trace of the cluster size with a time interval
1/30 s ~left-hand side! and the power spectrum by FFT analys
~right-hand side!. ~b! Diagram of cluster size depending on las
power. The cluster sizes were obtained from average values o~1!
the basal fluctuation in the ‘‘clustering’’ phase~open circles!, ~2! the
basal fluctuation~open circles! and the lowest values of intermitten
decrease~closed circles! in the ‘‘intermittent~I!’’ phase,~3! the tops
~open circles! and bottoms~closed circles! of the oscillation in the
‘‘oscillatory’’ phase, ~4! the top values of intermittent increas
~open circles! and area of dense region~closed circles! generated by
continuous bead flow in the ‘‘intermittent~II !’’ phase, and~5! the
area of the dense region~closed circles! in the ‘‘continuous flow’’
phase.
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from the cluster. For the time-dependent change of the fl
rate,u̇, we adopt a relationship as follows:

u̇5n2~u2a!h1cu2b, ~3!

wherea, b, andc are constants. The first term represents
linear increase of flow rate with the increase of cluster s
The other terms are given in order to take into account of
characteristic features shown in Fig. 2~b!. For the nonlinear
term, we simply takeh53. In other words, we consider
model system of coupled differential equations, Eqs.~2! and
~3!, where cubic nonlinearity is introduced into Eq.~3!, so as
to interpret the presence of the two branches.

Figure 3~a! shows the time-dependent changes of
number of beads in a cluster and the power spectrum by
analysis, as calculated from Eqs.~2! and~3!. In this numeri-
cal calculation, we have changedk as the representative pa
rameter of the laser power. The cluster stays stationary be
a lower critical value ofk. Whenk is between 0.33 and 0.86
the cluster begins to exhibit the periodic oscillation
growth and bursting. Above the upper critical value, 0.9,
cluster oscillation is exhibited. Figure 3~b! shows the phase
diagram as a function ofk. Behavior of the clustering phe
nomenon as indicated in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! corresponds well
with the experimental results, despite the simple and ro
modeling. From the above results and discussion, the rh
mic behavior is explained as follows. In the growth pha
the cluster size gradually increases@corresponding to Fig.
1~c!, processes I–III#. Accompanying this growth, the effec
tive light pressure acting on the cluster increases, and
vertical position of the center of mass of the cluster tends
rise. This makes the cluster less stable with increase of c
ter size. As a result, the cluster bursts due to the intrin
repulsive nature between the beads@Fig. 1~c!, process IV#.
Then the cycles of growth and bursting are repeated.

In conclusion, we have shown the appearance of osc
tory instability in a cluster of beads under continuous la
irradiation by choosing an appropriate angle of the opti
cone. This oscillation is caused by the competition betw
the trapping and scattering forces exerted by the focused
ser, for a system of negatively charged beads that repel
other.
s
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FIG. 3. ~a! Numerical simulation of the rhythmic bursting. Tim
trace of the number of beadsn ~left-hand side!, and the power
spectrum ~right-hand side! are shown. The fourth Runge-Kutt
method was used, and the set of parametersa51.0,b51.0,c
50.7, nc53.0,g50.5, andh53.0 was chosen for the simulation
~b! Diagram ofn depending onk. The values ofn were obtained
from ~1! the values at the steady state~open squares! in ‘‘phase I,’’
~2! the top values~open squares! and bottom values~closed
squares! of the oscillation in ‘‘phase II,’’ and~3! the values at the
steady state~closed squares! in ‘‘phase III.’’ All units are arbitrary.
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